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The Russian Federation Nuclear Center - the A11-
Russian Experimental Physics Research Institute
(RFNC-AREPRI) is a major scientific-technical center
of Russia capable of solving the most difficult problems
in the interests of defense, science and the national
economy. There was a time when the RFNC-AREPRI
played a decisive role in liquidating the U.S. monopoly
on nuclear weapons and ensuring half a century of
world civilization without global political and military
conflicts. Today, RFNC-AREPRI specialists are
entrusted with the mission of maintaining and perfecting
Russia's nuclear shield that ensures its security and
independence. As well as defense-oriented projects,
(he Institute is busy developing and implementing a
number of projects in the most diverse fields of science
and technology.

[At present, the Institute possesses an experimental
and testing base that includes: a gas dynamic complex
for testing manufactured products and explosives,
irradiation facilities, nuclear reactors, laser systems,
complexes for mechanical, temperature and climatic
testing of specific manufactured products and
instruments, and an aeroballistic testing complex. The
Institute's material base, with its mathematical support,
is one of the most powerful in Russia.

The RFNC-AREPRI employs about 20,000
workers, including 9,500 scientists and engineers.

The 50 years of the RFNC-AREPRI experience,
its scientific-experimental, mathematical and
production-technological base, as well as its highly
professional specialists presently enable the Institute
to tackle the most complicated scientific-technical
problems and carry out fundamental and applied
research work in various fields.

Today, the RFNC-AREPRI is engaged in activities
in the following principal directions:

-properties of material under extreme pressure and
temperature;

- gas dynamics;

- nuclear physics;

- radiation physics;

- laser physics and equipment;

- superpowerful magnetic fields;

- high-temperature plasma physics;

i- development of physical models of complex physi-
cal processes and the creation of mathematical
methodologies and software based on these mod-
els;

- energy;

- medicine;

- ecology;
- progressive technologies for various sectors of the

economy.

International cooperation includes:

- fundamental research;

- research and experiments in super-powerful ex-
plosive magnetic energy sources;

- arrangement of j oint production of fuel cell power
plants;

- contacts on conversion projects, etc;

The Institute's foreign contacts are boosted by the
activities of the International Scientific-Technical
Center.

The Institute is currently concerned with its
conversion-connected activities, based on fundamental
and applied research including:

- work on inertial thermonuclear fusion for which
the Institute has an adequate experimental base,
with unique capabilities in Russia;

- research into high-energy physics where Institute
scientists are world leaders;

- research on the problems of transmutation of ra-
dioactive waste and development of sound and en-
vironmentally pure atomic energetics;

- development of a supercomputer capable of par-
allel computing of complex problems of physics
at a speed of more than a billion operations per
second.

;The Institute is being transformed from a top
secret facility into a more or less open scientific
establishment ready and eager for wide-range in-
ternational scientific-technical contacts and coop-
eration.
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